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Abstract: Economicgrowth inKenya has been unstable for quite a while, but it generally decreased gradually 

but significantly from 1971 to 2018. As a result of unstable and at times declining economic growth, Kenya is 

facing a challenge in winning its fight against unemployment, poverty, and poor investments. Therefore, it is 

essential to establish the determinants of economic growth in Kenya so as to guide policy formulation to 

improve the national economy. The general study objective was to evaluate the relationship between 

macroeconomic factors and economic growth in Kenya. The research used an explanatory research design. The 

research was done in Kenya and sampling was carried out as the year progresses. The research utilized time 

series data from the year 1971 to 2018. Both descriptive statistics and inferential statistics were used in analysis 

of quantitative data with the assistance of Stata version 16. The findings showed that public debt, inflation and 

foreign exchange rate have an inverse effect on the growth of economy in Kenya. In addition, foreign direct 

investment has insignificant effect on the growth of economy in Kenya. The study recommends that the policy 

makers need to ensure that both the level and rate of growth of external public debt is sustainable. In addition, 

the government of Kenya should improve conditions that can make the Kenyan market more attractive to invest 

in and hence increase foreign direct investment. Further, the government should develop tight fiscal policy to 

reduce inflation.  
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I. Introduction 

Economic growth is essential to alleviating poverty and increasing prosperity (UNCTAD, 2019). 

According to Marende (2017) the question of economic growth has been termed as the turnaround for human 

advancements. Even in our dynamic globalized planet, the question of economic growth has dominated the 

media houses hence being a frequent debate topic. This quest has remained to be the center of human concern. 

Countries registering extremely high rates of economic growth have been referred to as “growth miracles” 

In several developed nations there has been increased rate of economic growth which has been very 

close to their potentials, as a result, the rate of employment in these countries has increased greatly. Both east 

and South Asia parts are among the most developed countries with their economies developing at a faster rate. 

These areas are surrounded by strong local demand conditions. However, despite the huge worldwide economic 

figures registered by the countries, the economic growth in these areas is highly unbalanced (Bellepea, 2009).  

Global, regional and local growth of the economy depends largely on Macro-economic factors. 

Sharmer and Sigh (2011) revealed that macro-economic factors (government borrowing, rate of inflation, FDI as 

well as rate of exchange) have a great influence on growth of the economy of developing nations together with 

that of the developed countries. Omare (2015) argue that the level of growth is significantly determined by 

macroeconomics factors such as inflation, public debt, exchange rates, public expenditure and unemployment 

rate. 

 

1.1 Statement of the Problem  

Economic growth is associated with rise in real GDP; which is caused by increase in domestic income 

together with national output andgross expenditure. Economic growth improves the living standards of citizens 

through creation of employment and increase in investments. As a result, economic growth is often seen as the 

'holy grail' of macro-variables (King’ola, 2018). Sharmer and Sigh (2011) indicate that macroeconomic factors 

(e.g. foreign direct investment, public debt, inflationrate and exchangerate) play avital role inthe economic 

performanceofanycountry. 

Despite the implementation of many economic policies, over the years, to stabilize the Kenyan 

economy, very little has been achieved. For instance, before the big rise of economic growth in 2010, the 
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Kenyan economy had slowed to its lowest pace in 2008 recording a one percent annual GDP growth. In 2013, 

2014 and 2015 the economic growth recorded some fluctuations as shown by a GDP growth of 5.90 percent, 

5.40 percent and 5.70 percent respectively. Between the year 2015 and 2016 economic growth decreased from 

5.70 to 4.90. As a result of this unstable growth,Kenya’s attractiveness to FDI continued to grow negatively as 

its East African neighbors increased their appeal to foreign capital. 

In the year 2008, FDI decreased to 95.594 USD million from 728.895 USD million in 2007. According 

to UNCTAD, Kenya was among the three nations that attracted the least FDI inflows in 2016 as compared to the 

past years. The report indicates that the rate of FDI inflows to Kenya decreased by 36% to Ksh 40.7 billion in 

spite of the general increase in east Africa inflows by 13%. This was the worst performance recorded in 

investment inflow that was more than twice the 15 % decline recorded by Tanzania as well as the 20 % drop in 

into the Seychelles (UNCTAD, 2019). Over the years, foreign exchange rate in Kenya has been increasing 

reaching a figure of 104 shillings against the dollar in 2017.In addition, foreign exchange rate increased from 

98.69 to 101.51 between the year 2015 and 2016 (UNCTAD, 2019) 

In the year 2008, inflation rate increased to 15.101 percent.Further, inflation in Kenya has been 

fluctuating over the years. In the year 2013, it was at 5.7%, increased to 6.9% in 2014, decreased to 6.6% in 

2015 and 6.3% in 2016. In the year 2017, inflation increased to 8%. Kenya’s public and publicly guaranteed 

debt increased from Ksh805,686 million or 43.8percent ofGDP in June 2007to Ksh 870,579million in June 2008 

(central bank of Kenya, 2018).Kenya has an approximate public debt of USD$49 billion in 2018, which is 

equivalent to 56.4% of the country’s GDP; this indicates an increase of 13.6% from 2008. In 2011, the annual 

GDP was 6.10 percent with public debt rising toKsh 1,487,110 million. Thisgrowth ratereduced to 4.6 percent in 

2012.It was therefore important to understand the relationship between macroeconomic variables and economic 

growth in Kenya so as to guide the development of monetary and fiscal policies.  

Studies conducted in Kenya on macroeconomic factorshave focused on the private sector and have 

shown mixed findings. For instance,Omare (2015) examined the influence of macro-economicfactors on 

profitability of real-estate industry in Kenya and revealed that inflation and public debtpositively influencedreal 

estate industry profitabilitywhile exchange rate hada negativeinsignificant effect on performance. Marende 

(2017) investigated oneconomicvariables andfinancial development of commercialbanksin Kenya and found 

that public debt and inflationinfluencedfinancial development positively while exchange rate had a negative 

effect. However, Juma (2014) researched on the influence of macro-economicfactors on performanceof thereal-

estateinvestmentin Kenya and established exchange rate, inflation rate, and public debt do not significantly 

influence profitabilityofreal-estate investment. Thesestudies did not show how macroeconomic factors affect 

economicgrowth in Kenya. This research therefore sought toevaluate the relationshipbetween macroeconomic 

factors andeconomicgrowthinKenya.  

 

1.2 Objectives of the Study 

The specific objectives of the study were;  

i. To determine the relationship between public debt and economicgrowth in Kenya 

ii. To determinethe relationship betweeninflation rate andeconomic growthin Kenya 

iii. Todetermine the relationshipbetween exchange rateand economicgrowth in Kenya 

iv. Todetermine the relationshipbetween FDI andeconomic growthin Kenya 

 

II. Literature Review 
2.1 Theoretical Review 

JohnMaynardKeynesdevelopedtheKeynesian Economic Theoryin the 1930s.Keynes holds that the total 

economic expenditure strongly influences the economic output in the short run and most especially during the 

recession periods. According to the theory, the total demand does not necessarily add up to the economy’s 

productive capacity. However, it is affected a variety of variables and in some cases it is unpredictable, 

influencing inflation, the rate of production and the rate of employment (Adhikari, 2014).The theory holds that 

inefficiency in the macroeconomic factors is highly influenced by the decisions made by the private sector. As a 

result, this calls for quick policy response from the public sector. With an aim of ensuring stability in the 

business cycle the central bank is expected to carry out monetary policy measures, ontheotherhand, the 

governmentis also expectedto perform fiscal policy actions.This theory was adopted to describethe 

influenceofinflation on GDPgrowth. As indicated by the theory, decrease in demand leads to inefficient 

macroeconomic results in the economy. On the other hand, inflation is experienced when demand is high. 

However, the inflation rate can be lessened through application of economic policy specifically through the use 

of the monetarypolicy by the centralbank in addition to use of the fiscal policy by the government. This helps in 

ensuring stability in production over the business cycle. Other monitory and economic policies include policies 

on foreign exchangerateandinflation.  
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2.2 Empirical Review 

Thissectionpresentsliterature reviewonthe relationship between(FDI, exchange rate,publicdebt and 

rateof inflation) andeconomicgrowthin Kenya. 

Gudaro, Chhapra and Sheikh(2010) researchedontheinfluence of FDI on the Pakistan’s economic 

growth and revealed that FDI influenced GDP in a positive and significant way. In addition, Rahman (2015) 

researched on FDI andGDPgrowthinBangladesh and the results revealed that FDI is negatively 

correlatedwitheconomicgrowthin Bangladesh. Further, Antwi and Zhao (2013) researched on FDIand 

GDPgrowthin Ghana and covered a periodof 30years from 1980. The results showed a longrun relationship 

betweenFDI and economic growth. Granger Causality test confirmed that GDP and FDI have causal 

relationship. Awe (2013) centered his study on FDI and Nigerian’s economicgrowth. The research utilized 

secondarydatacollectedfora periodof 30 yearsfrom 1976.The research showed that FDI negatively influences 

GDP growth. Furthermore, the results showed that due to inadequate FDI inflow in the Nigerian economy, GDP 

was negatively affected. Maingi (2014) investigated on the influenceof FDIon the Kenya’s economic growth 

and a covered a period of 9 years from 2004.The research revealed that FDI influenced economicgrowth in a 

positive and significant way. This indicated that FDI was directly proportional in that increase in FDI increased 

economicgrowth.  

Hua (2011) researched on theeconomicandsocial effect of exchange rate in China. An econometric 

model is estimated by using secondary data from china covering a period of 21 years from 1987. The results 

showed that appreciation in exchange rate negatively influenced GDPgrowth in China. Similarly, Umaru, Niyi 

and Davies (2018) investigated on exchange rate andGDPgrowth of West African countries and found that GDP 

growth of targeted nations was affected negatively by real exchange rate. To the contrary, Mwinlaaru and Ofari 

(2017) researched on the influenced of exchangerate on Ghana’s economicgrowth and revealed that GDP 

growth is positively and significantly influenced by real rate of exchange. In Kenya, Wandeda (2014) researched 

on theinfluenceof exchange rateon GDP growth and the resultsindicated that exchange rate positively affect 

GDP growth rate for Kenya. However, the result further indicates that exchange rate volatility is insignificant in 

contributing to GDP growth rate.  

Ntshakala (2014) researched onpublic debt andGDP growth in Swaziland covering a period of 15 years 

from1988.The research showedthat the GDPgrowth in Swaziland is affected by externaldebt in a positive and 

significant way. In addition, Khan et al. (2015)explored theinfluence of public debt on the Pakistan’s GDP 

growth and the results showed that public debt positively influence economic growth.However, Dar and 

Amirkhalkhali (2014) researched on the influence of publicdebtonGDP growth in the developed countries. The 

study targeted on a group of 23 industrialized countries and found that the public debt had a negative but 

insignificant influence on GDP. In Kenya, Kobey (2016) investigated onthe association between public debtand 

GDP growth rate and established that public debthad a negative and significant influence onGDP growth. This 

means that more the government borrows the more the decline in economic growth.  

Nasir and Saima (2010) investigated on inflation and GDPgrowth in Pakistan. Descriptivesurveydesign 

was used and the results revealed that inflation had a negative and significant influence on GDPgrowth. In 

addition, Adhikari (2014) researchedon the influenceof inflation on GDP growth in Nepal and using descriptive 

survey designfound that GDP growth was negatively influenced by inflation rate. Kasidi and Mwakanemela 

(2014) investigated on inflationandGDPgrowthin Tanzania using a descriptivesurvey design was used. The 

results indicated that inflation had no significant influence on GDP growth rate. To the contrary, Bellepea 

(2015) investigated on the influence of inflationandGDPgrowthinLiberia and long-runand short-run 

resultsindicated that growth rate of GDP waspositivelyinfluenced by inflationrate.  

 

2.3 Conceptual Framework 

The research aimed at determining the relationshipbetween macroeconomicfactors and economicgrowth 

inKenya. The independentvariables comprised of publicdebt, inflationrate, exchangerate and FDI. The 

dependentvariable for the research was economicgrowthinKenya.  
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Figure 1: Conceptual framework 

 

III. Research Methodology 
This research used explanatory research design and targeted the period between 1971 and 

2018.Secondarytime-series data on public debt,FDI, inflationrate, foreignexchange rateand economicgrowth was 

obtained from KNBS, the WorldBank and the Central Bank of Kenya (CBK). The secondary data wasgathered 

through a dataextractionchecklist. The quantitativedata was coded into Stata version 16, (statistical software) for 

analysis. Analysisof the quantitativedata wasbased onbothdescriptivestatistics and inferentialstatistics.  

Multiple regressionmodel was usedin the presentresearch to model the linear association between explanatory 

dependent (economicgrowth) and independentvariables (FDI, inflation, foreignrate of exchange and public 

debt). The regressionmodel wasasfollows;  

𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑡𝑃𝐵𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑡𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑡 + 𝛽3𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑡 + 𝛽4𝑡𝐸𝑋𝑡+𝜀𝑡  
𝐺𝐷𝑃𝑡  is the dependentvariable (Gross Domestic Product), B0isthe yintercept (Constant), β1- β4and 

coefficientsofdetermination, 𝑃𝐵1𝑡 is the Public Debt, 𝐹𝐷𝐼𝑡 is the Foreign Direct Investment, 𝐼𝑛𝑡 is Inflation, and 

𝐸𝑋𝑡  is Foreign Exchange Rate, trepresents timeand𝜀𝑡  is an error term.  

 

IV. Research Findings and Discussion 
4.1 Descriptive Statistics 

The results, asshown inTable 1, indicatedthattheaverage Gross Domestic Product for the period 

between 1971 and 2018 was 4.771996% and the (std. dv=3.967558%). The minimum GDP growth was -

0.799494and the maximum was 22.17389. In addition, the average foreignexchange rate for the periodbetween 

1971 and 2018 was 47.64534 and a std. dv = 34.04841. The minimum foreign exchange rate during the study 

period was 7.001 and the maximum foreign exchange rate was 103.374.  

Further, the results indicated that the average foreign direct investments measured in terms of net 

inflows as a percent of the GDP for the period between 1971 and 2018 was 0.7491347% and the (std. dv 

=0.7476061%). The minimum foreign direct investment measured in terms of net inflows was 0.0047207 per 

cent and the maximum was 3.457345. The findings also indicated that the average CPI or the period between 

1971 and 2018 was 11.95222 and the (std. dv = 8.034469). The minimuminflationduringthe study period was 

1.554328 and the maximumwas45.97888. Also, the average public debt, measured in terms of a percent of GDP 

for the period between 1971 and 2018 was 45.53838 and the (std. dv = 22.954). The minimum public debt was 

8.29 and the maximum public debt was 104.99.  

 

Table 1: Mean Estimation. 

 
          FX          48    47.64534    34.04841      7.001    103.374

         FDI          48    .7491347    .7476061   .0047207   3.457345

         CPI          48    11.95222    8.034469   1.554328   45.97888

          PB          48    45.53838      22.954       8.39     104.99

         GDP          48    4.771996    3.967558   -.799494   22.17389

                                                                      

    Variable         Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max
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Correlation Analysis 

Fromthe findings asshown in Table 2, thereis an inverseandsignificantrelationshipbetween public 

debtand economic growth (GDP) in Kenya (r = -0.382, p-value=0.007). These results are in line with Ntshakala 

(2014) results that economic growth in Swaziland is significantlyinfluenced by external debt. Further, the 

findings indicated that inflation rate hadaninverse and significantrelationship with economicgrowth (GDP) in 

Kenya (r = -0.408, p-value=0.004). These results agree toAdhikari (2014) results that inflation rate influences 

economic growth negatively in Nepal. In addition, the results show that FDI insignificantly relates to (GDP) in 

Kenya (r= 0.060, p-value=0.685). These results concur withGudaro, Chhapra and Sheikh (2010) results that FDI 

influenced economicgrowth in a positive andsignificantinPakistan. In addition, foreign exchange rateis inversely 

related with economicgrowth (GDP) in Kenya (r=-0.400, p-value=0.005). These results concur with Hua (2011) 

findings that appreciation in exchange rate negatively influenced economic growth in China.  

 

Table 2: Correlations Coefficient 
 Economic 

Growth 

Public Debt Inflation FDI Foreign 

exchange rate 

Economic Growth  Pearson Correlation 1     

Sig.I(2-tailed)      

N 48     

Public Debt  Pearson Correlation -.382** 1    
Sig.I(2-tailed) .007     

N 48 48    

Inflation Pearson Correlation -.408** .227 1   
Sig.I(2-tailed) .004 .120    

N 48 48 48   

FDI Pearson Correlation .060 .237 .130 1  
Sig.I(2-tailed) .685 .104 .377   

N 48 48 48 48  

Foreign exchange rate Pearson Correlation -.400** -.256 -.206 .237 1 
Sig.I(2-tailed) .005 .079 .160 .104  

N 48 48 48 48 48 

**. Correlationis significant atthe 0.01levelI(2-tailed). 

 

Multiple Regression 

The r-squaredfor the relationship of the four independentvariables (public debt, FDI, foreign exchange 

rate and inflation) and the dependentvariable (GDP growth in Kenya) was 0.3871. Thisindicates that 

thefourindependentvariables (public debt, FDI, inflationand foreign exchange rate) can help in explaining 

38.71% of the economic growth in Kenya. Moreover, the p-valuefor the F-statisticwas 0.000, themodel can 

beused in predictingthe influence of debt, FDI, inflation and foreign exchange rate on economic growth in 

Kenya. The results show that foreign exchange ratehas an inverse and significant influence on GDP growth in 

Kenya as indicated by a regressioncoefficient of -0.0432988 (p-value=0.006). The results contradictthe 

argument ofKing’ola (2018) that economic growth is strongly correlated with exchange rate and GDP increases 

proportionally to increase in exchange rate.  

The results show that FDIhasapositive, insignificant impact on economic growth in Kenya as 

indicatedby aregression coefficientof 0.2912329 (p-value=0.688). The results concur with Wanjiru (2014) 

results that there was no impact ofFDI on economicgrowth. The results revealthatinflation (CPI) hasan 

inverseandsignificantinfluenceonGDP growthinKenyaas indicatedby aregression coefficientof -0.1997845 (p-

value=0.003). Theresults contradict those of Wanjiru (2014) that though inflation had apositiveimpact on FDI, it 

was not significant. 

The results showthatpublicdebthas an inverse and significantinfluence on economic growth in Kenya as 

shownby aregression coefficientof -0.066063 (p-value=0.008). The findingsareinagreement with Mwaniki 

(2016) argument that external government borrowing was found to influence economic performance in a 

negative way and the more the government spending the poor the performance of the economy.  
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Table 3: Multivariate Regression coefficients 

 
 

V. Conclusion 
This study concludes that publicdebt has an inverse significanteffect on the GDPgrowthin Kenya. This 

implies that increasing public debt subsequently leadsto adecrease inGDP growth. However, public debt below 

77 per cent for use in infrastructure development can leadto an increasein growth of economy. When a particular 

state borrows funds to invest in capital projects, it often results to decline in the growth of economy in the long 

run.The studyalso concludes that FDI has insignificant effect on the growth of economy in Kenya. This 

impliesthat an increaseor decrease in foreign direct investment will not considerably or significantly affect the 

economicgrowth.  

The research further concludesthatthere is an inverse and significantrelationship between inflationand 

growth of economy in Kenya. This shows that an increase in consumer price index in Kenya leadsto a 

decreasein growth of economy. The rate of economic growth declines due to reduction in formation of capital 

and creating economic uncertainties when inflation rate is high. Moreover, inflation distorts economic decisions 

pertaining to investment and savings.In addition, the study concludes foreign exchange rate have an inverse 

effect on the growth of economy in Kenya. This implies that increasing foreign exchange rateleadsto a decrease 

in economicgrowth in Kenya.  
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